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This is another podcast from one of the many podcasts that I like to listen to. This one
is from the Jason Stapleton Program, definately worth a listen! 

The DAO of the Nomad

"Throughout the development process for our Nomad Network community app, we've
spent a lot of time thinking about what the future of the economy will look like.

As we pass through this Great Transition, advances in digital technology are turning
into advances in social technology at an accelerating pace. In order to stay ahead of
the curve, we've been reimagining some of our most basic assumptions about things
like "property" and "ownership."

We want you guys to join us on a journey as we explore this new world.

But first, you need to familiarize yourself with two terms in particular: DeFi (short for
"decentralized finance" and DAOs, or "decentralized autonomous organizations".

*******
If you're ready to take control of your life, income, and future, go to 
http://controlthesource.com and join the Nomad Network to get started. Brand new
app in app stores now!

Give your business an unfair advantage in less than 3 minutes a day. Get the daily
newsletter that delivers the most actionable and tactical growth strategies available
today, straight from the mind of a marketing genius: http://dailyalchemy.me.

Learn the blueprint for generating predictable and sustainable income from anywhere
on earth: http://www.nomadicwealthoffer.com.

Jason on Twitter: https://twitter.com/jason_stapleton
Jason on IG: https://www.instagram.com/thejasonstapleton
Jason's website: https://jasonstapleton.com

Matt on Twitter: https://twitter.com/realkingpilled
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Matt on Twitter: https://twitter.com/realkingpilled

Don't forget to like and subscribe, and please share the show!"
http://www.jasonstapleton.com
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